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Abstract

The international field campaign for EUREC4A (Elucidating the role of clouds and circulation coupling in climate) gathered

observations to better understand the links between trade-wind cumulus clouds, their organization, and larger scales, a large

source of uncertainty in climate projections. A recent large-eddy simulation (LES) study showed a cloud transition that

occurred during EUREC4A (2nd February 2020), where small shallow clouds developed into larger clouds with detrainment

layers, was caused by an increase in mesoscale organization generated by a dynamical feedback in mesoscale vertical velocities.

We show that kilometer-scale simulations with the Met Office Unified Model reproduce this increase in mesoscale organization

and the process generating it, despite being much lower resolution. The simulations develop mesoscale organization stronger

and earlier than the LES, more consistent with satellite observations. Sensitivity tests with a shorter spin-up time, to reduce

initial organization, still have the same timing of development and sensitivity tests with cold pools suppressed show only a

small effect on mesoscale organization. These results suggest that large-scale circulation, associated with an increased vertical

velocity and moisture convergence, is driving the increase in mesoscale organization, as opposed to a threshold reached in cloud

development. Mesoscale organization and clouds are sensitive to resolution, which affects changes in net radiation, and clouds

still have substantial differences to observations. Therefore, while kilometer-scale simulations can be useful for understanding

processes of mesoscale organization and links with large scales, including responses to climate change, simulations will still

suffer from significant errors and uncertainties in radiative budgets.
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Abstract15

The international field campaign for EUREC4A (Elucidating the role of clouds–circulation16

coupling in climate) gathered observations to better understand the links between trade-17

wind cumulus clouds, their organization, and larger scales, a large source of uncertainty18

in climate projections. A recent large-eddy simulation (LES) study showed a cloud tran-19

sition that occurred during EUREC4A (2nd February 2020), where small shallow clouds20

developed into larger clouds with detrainment layers, was caused by an increase in mesoscale21

organization generated by a dynamical feedback in mesoscale vertical velocities. We show22

that kilometer-scale simulations with the Met Office’s Unified Model reproduce this in-23

crease in mesoscale organization and the process generating it, despite being much lower24

resolution. The simulations develop mesoscale organization stronger and earlier than the25

LES, more consistent with satellite observations. Sensitivity tests with a shorter spin-26

up time, to reduce initial organization, still have the same timing of development and27

sensitivity tests with cold pools suppressed show only a small effect on mesoscale organ-28

ization. These results suggest that large-scale circulation, associated with an increased29

vertical velocity and moisture convergence, is driving the increase in mesoscale organ-30

ization, as opposed to a threshold reached in cloud development. Mesoscale organiza-31

tion and clouds are sensitive to resolution, which affects changes in net radiation, and32

clouds still have substantial differences to observations. Therefore, while kilometer-scale33

simulations can be useful for understanding processes of mesoscale organization and links34

with large scales, including responses to climate change, simulations will still suffer from35

significant errors and uncertainties in radiative budgets.36

Plain Language Summary37

A recent field campaign, EUREC4A (Elucidating the role of clouds–circulation cou-38

pling in climate), made extensive measurements of shallow clouds upstream of Barba-39

dos and the surrounding region. These clouds are important because their effect on cli-40

mate change is highly uncertain. When looking at the cloud patterns in satellite images,41

we can see that the patterns they form can vary dramatically. One example from EUREC4A,42

2nd February 2020, is when the clouds changed from a region of small clouds that looks43

like a scattering of sugar in satellite images to larger patches of clouds that look like flow-44

ers separated by patches of clear sky. A previous study with a very high resolution model45

has shown the physical mechanism behind this change in the cloud pattern. We have shown46
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that lower resolution simulations can reproduce this transition from 2nd February and47

the physical mechanism associated with it. The trade off with low resolution is that it48

allows us to use a much larger domain and therefore capture features of the atmospheric49

flow on larger scales. This benefit of domain size is seen in the ability of the simulations50

to capture the timing of the change in cloud pattern. However, the low resolution means51

that the development of individual clouds is poorly represented which can be seen in the52

differences between the modeled cloud structures and observations. The results show how53

the model is a useful testbed for better understanding the physical mechanism behind54

changes in cloud patterns and what might affect it, but the impacts of clouds on climate,55

via reflecting sunshine and absorbing infrared radiation, will still have large errors and56

uncertainties in climate projections.57

1 Introduction58

The modeled response of trade-wind cumulus to climate change is highly uncer-59

tain, leading to large uncertainties in the radiative feedback and resulting climate sen-60

sitivity (Bony & Dufresne, 2005). This uncertainty is linked to the inability of models61

to capture the relationship between cloud cover and the large-scale circulation (Nuijens62

et al., 2015a). Observations of trade-wind clouds show that the strongest variability comes63

from stratiform regions at 1.5-2 km on timescales of a few hours with less variability at64

the cloud base (Nuijens et al., 2014); however, models capture climatological-mean cloud65

cover as the combination of many unrealistic states (Nuijens et al., 2015a). This was shown66

to be because models too strongly relate cloud cover to single large-scale parameters, such67

as mixed-layer relative humidity or inversion strength (Nuijens et al., 2015b), whereas68

in reality, the dependence of cloud cover on the large-scale circulation is more complex69

and can’t be predicted by a single parameter on synoptic timescales (Brueck et al., 2015).70

High climate sensitivity arises when warming leads to an increased convective mixing which71

can lead to a reduction in the amount of low clouds; however, this is response is strongly72

dependent on the formulation of convection and can be related to the representation of73

present-day clouds and convection in the model (Vial et al., 2016).74

The need to better understand the links between clouds and the large-scale circu-75

lation motivated the EUREC4A (Elucidating the role of clouds–circulation coupling in76

climate) field campaign which took place in January-February 2020 (Bony et al., 2017;77

Stevens et al., 2021). A key result in the build up to EUREC4A was the classification78
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of different regimes of mesoscale organization in trade-wind cumulus clouds: Stevens et79

al. (2020) categorized cloud patterns from visible satellite images and found agreement80

on four distinct patterns of cloud organization, referred to as sugar, gravel, fish, and flow-81

ers. These patterns are useful because we can think about the variability in cloud cover82

in terms of transitions between these different regimes of cloud organization. The rel-83

evant example here being how a region of sugar, small and shallow clouds with little or-84

ganization, can turn into a region of flowers, deeper clouds with large detrainment lay-85

ers separated by cloud-free regions, over the course of a day, such as was observed dur-86

ing EUREC4A on 2nd February 2020.87

The patterns of cloud organization have different cloud radiative effects and can88

largely be distinguished by large-scale parameters (surface winds and inversion strength)89

(Bony et al., 2020). So the objective of getting models to represent trade-wind cumu-90

lus well enough to be used for climate studies could be viewed as making sure models91

represent the different regimes of cloud organization and the variability between these92

regimes. However, the four patterns of trade-wind clouds represent extremes in a more93

continuous distribution (Janssens et al., 2021) and trade-wind clouds can be classified94

as a hierarchy of different regimes with distinct cloud structures and radiative effects (Denby,95

2020).96

To understand the physical processes generating cloud organization, high-resolution97

large-eddy simulations (LES) have been used to model trade-wind cumulus clouds. Bretherton98

and Blossey (2017) showed that organization in trade-wind cumulus can be generated99

solely by a dynamical feedback in latent-heat driven mesoscale vertical velocities: con-100

vection preferentially develops in moist regions and once convection develops, the cir-101

culation generated by the convection acts to converge moisture towards the existing con-102

vection, making moist regions moister and dry regions drier. While not crucial for the103

development of mesoscale organization, Bretherton and Blossey (2017) also showed that104

the interaction between clouds and radiation can speed up the initial development of mesoscale105

organization. It has also been shown that the interaction between clouds and radiation106

is important in developing the detrainment layers that are distinctive of the flowers regime107

(Vogel et al., 2019) even if they are not crucial for the development of organization.108

Narenpitak et al. (2021) simulated the 2nd February case from EUREC4A using109

an LES driven by forcings following a Lagrangian trajectory (Lagrangian LES) and showed110
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that the development of the flowers was associated with the development of mesoscale111

organization generated by the mesoscale vertical velocities, consistent with Bretherton112

and Blossey (2017). In this study, we have looked at the same, 2nd February, case study113

from EUREC4A using high-resolution nested simulations with the Met Office’s unified114

model (UM).115

Our simulations are at a high enough resolution to allow an explicit representation116

of convection, but at a much lower resolution than needed to resolve cloud processes such117

as entrainment, and at a much lower resolution than the LES previously used to study118

convective aggregation. While our simulations will not be as good at representing the119

cloud processes as LES, this is a trade-off with a much larger domain size. A large enough120

domain size has been shown to be important for correctly capturing mesoscale organ-121

ization of trade-wind cumulus (Vogel et al., 2019). However, high-resolution LES are not122

currently possible at much larger domain sizes so are difficult to use to represent inter-123

actions between cloud organization and the large scale, or spatial variations in cloud or-124

ganization over larger scales. These larger scale processes could be well represented in125

kilometer-scale simulations, provided they can represent the mesoscale organization. Since126

kilometer-scale simulations are being suggested for climate-change projections due to their127

improvements in the representation of precipitation (Kendon et al., 2014, 2019; Slingo128

et al., 2022), it is important to assess whether kilometer-scale simulations can capture129

these processes closely linked to uncertainties in climate sensitivity. In this study, we aim130

to address whether our simulations can represent the processes generating mesoscale or-131

ganization and can therefore be used to better understand interactions between cloud132

organization and larger scales.133

The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2 the model simulations are de-134

scribed. In section 3.1 we introduce the idea of “quasi-Lagrangian domains” extracted135

from the UM simulations to better follow the development of mesoscale organization and136

compare with LES. In section 3.2 the mesoscale organization in the UM simulations is137

quantified across the different resolutions. In section 3.3 we quantify the processes re-138

sponsible for the mesoscale organization following the analysis of Bretherton and Blossey139

(2017) and Narenpitak et al. (2021). In section 3.4 we quantify the effects of spin up on140

mesoscale organization in our simulations. In section 3.6 we quantify the sensitivity of141

large-scale averages to resolution and spin up. In section 4 we summarize the results from142

this study.143
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2 Model Data144

We ran simulations with the Met Office’s Unified Model (UM) using the third it-145

eration of the regional atmosphere and land configuration (RAL3). RAL3 is designed146

for nested models with resolutions fine enough for convection to be explicitly represented147

by the model dynamics and therefore has no convection parametrization. The first ver-148

sion of the regional atmosphere and land configuration (RAL1) is described in (Bush et149

al., 2020). Key differences between RAL1 and RAL3 of relevance here are that: i) RAL3150

uses the two-moment Cloud–AeroSol Interacting Microphysics (CASIM) parametriza-151

tion described by Miltenberger et al. (2018), ii) the parametrization of cloud fraction as152

a function of the gridbox mean state is done by the bimodal cloud scheme described by153

Weverberg et al. (2021), and iii) RAL3 includes “Leonard terms” in the turbulent mix-154

ing scheme which accounts for horizontal gradients of vertical velocity acting to tilt hor-155

izontal fluxes into the vertical (Hanley et al., 2019).156

Kilometer-scale simulations (1.1, 2.2, and 4.4 km horizontal resolution) were ini-157

tialized at 00Z 1st February and run for 48 hours. The initial conditions and boundary158

conditions are from ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). ERA5 has an approximately 31 km159

horizontal resolution so clouds are not resolved in the initial conditions and are spun up160

in the UM simulations. Figure 1 shows the extent of the model domain. Higher-resolution161

simulations (300 m and 500 m horizontal resolution) were then nested within the 1.1 km162

simulation with the boundary conditions updated every 30 minutes. The box in Fig. 1163

shows the extent of the nested domain. Table 1 gives a summary of the parameters that164

vary between simulations. To account for gray-zone issues with partially resolved eddies,165

the turbulent mixing scheme includes a resolution-dependent blending of the non-local166

fluxes (Boutle et al., 2014). Otherwise, each simulation used the same configuration (RAL3)167

and vertical resolution (70 hybrid-height levels decreasing in resolution from the surface168

up to 40 km).169

3 Results170

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the UM simulations with data from the GOES-16171

satellite focused on the region of the inner domain. The model data is shown as the to-172

tal outgoing longwave flux, whereas the satellite data is shown as brightness tempera-173

ture from channel 11, which captures the water-vapor window in the infrared range. While174
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Table 1. Summary of simulations for 2nd February 2020 case from EUREC4A

Horizontal grid spacing Boundary conditions Timestep (s) Grid (xy)

4.4km ERA5 150 750 x 675

2.2km ERA5 100 1500 x 1350

1.1km ERA5 30 3000 x 2700

500m 1.1km run 30 800 x 600

300m 1.1km run 12 1350 x 1000

Figure 1. The domain of the UM simulations. Shown is a snapshot of total column water for

the 1.1km simulation (outer domain) and 500m simulation (inner domain). The red box with the

inside highlighted blue shows the boundaries of the inner domain.
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these two fields will not be exactly the same, they will capture a lot of the same features.175

Model data processed with a satellite simulator to mimic the brightness temperature from176

channel 11 does show that the following conclusions are consistent (see Appendix A).177

Visually, all the simulations produce somewhat similar transitions in the cloud or-178

ganization to those seen in the observations: initially small scattered clouds with some179

hints of lines (06Z) aggregate and develop into larger, more circular, cloud patches (12Z-180

18Z) followed by less aggregation and more cloud free air (00Z). In the terminology of181

Stevens et al. (2020), there is sugar at 06Z developing into flowers at 12Z and 18Z fol-182

lowed by sugar again at 00Z.183

While we are interested in the development of mesoscale organization in the UM184

in this study, it is worth pointing out that these simulations have some strong differences185

compared to the observations (which are consistent in the simulated satellite imagery186

in Appendix A). The UM simulations produce too much cloud (too little cloud-free air)187

at all times. The satellite observations show there to be linear features as early as 00Z,188

before the flowers develop, most notably the structure in the top half of the domain near189

the center, but also weaker features in other parts of the domain. The UM does show190

some line-like structures, but at higher resolution they are fairly indistinct from the ex-191

cessive amounts of scattered low clouds and at the lower resolution they are too large,192

and while there are more regions of clear air at lower resolution, they still cover too much193

of the domain. Similar resolution sensitivity is seen as the flowers develop (12Z-18Z): the194

4.4 km simulation roughly captures the size of the flower structures but there are too195

many, too close together. At increasing resolution, the flowers are more broken up and196

there are too many small/low clouds in between.197

3.1 Quasi-Lagrangian Domains198

The fixed domain in Fig. 2 is limiting because we are not following the air mass199

as it develops and the air flowing into the domain has a strong influence on the cloud200

organization seen. This can be seen by the fact that the nested, inner-domain, simula-201

tions have very similar cloud structures to the driving 1.1 km simulation in Fig. 2. In202

the following sections, we will focus our analysis on what we call “quasi-Lagrangian do-203

mains” to better follow the development of the clouds.204
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Figure 2. Outgoing longwave flux from the UM simulations of 2nd February 2020. Each row

shows a different resolution and each column a different time of day. Each simulation is shown re-

gridded to the lowest resolution (4.4km) and to the area of the inner domain (red box in Fig. 1).

The bottom row shows the 11 µm brightness temperature from the GOES-16 geostationary satel-

lite regridded to the same resolution (4.4 km) and area as the model data.
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Figure 3. Quasi-Lagrangian domain extraction from kilometer-scale simulations. Shown is

an example of extracting a quasi-Lagrangian domain following a trajectory from the 1.1 km

simulation. The dashed line shows a back-trajectory from the center of the inner domain at the

end of the simulation (T+48h/00Z 3rd February) and with a fixed height of 500m. The domain

extracted is the same size as the inner domain but is translated to follow the trajectory. The

three grids show snapshots of total column water for this subdomain extracted from the 1.1 km

simulation.

Figure 3 shows an example of extracting a quasi-Lagrangian domain. A trajectory205

is calculated using Lagranto (Wernli & Davies, 1997; Sprenger & Wernli, 2015) with hourly206

wind output from the model and a fixed height of 500m (same height as Narenpitak et207

al. (2021)). The trajectory is initialized at 57.5W, 13.5N (the center of the inner domain)208

at the end of the simulation (T+48h/00Z 3rd February) and tracked back to the start209

of the simulation. The subset of the domain extracted is taken to be the same size as210

the inner domain. At T+48h, the domain is just the subset of the kilometer-scale do-211

main that overlaps with the inner domain. At other times the location of this domain212

is translated to follow the trajectory and data linearly interpolated to the new grid. The213

dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the trajectory and extracted data for the 1.1 km simulation214

of 2nd February.215
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The method is similar to how Tomassini et al. (2017) extracted averages in a box216

following a model trajectory to compare with LES driven by forcings along the same tra-217

jectory. The quasi-Lagrangian domains are designed to be a rough equivalent of a La-218

grangian LES, such as the simulations by Narenpitak et al. (2021) of the 2nd February219

case study. A key first test for the quasi-Lagrangian domain is that the developing cloud220

features remain within the domain to show we are tracking a coherent patch of cloud de-221

velopment. Animations of the model data on the quasi-Lagrangian domains does show222

most cloud features rotating around, but remaining within, the domain (not shown). In223

situations where wind shear or divergence had a stronger impact on displacing the cloud224

features from the feeding boundary-layer airmass this quasi-Lagrangian domain approach225

may not work and we would need a more sophisticated approach to track the boundaries226

of the cloud development.227

Figure 4 shows the same satellite comparison as Fig. 2 but for the quasi-Lagrangian228

domains extracted from the kilometer-scale simulations. For the satellite data, we have229

interpolated it to the quasi-Lagrangian grid of the 4.4 km simulation. The specific choice230

of the 4.4 km quasi-Lagrangian grid makes very little difference to the figure. Figure 5231

shows the trajectories used for extracting quasi-Lagrangian domains from simulations232

with different resolutions (and sensitivity tests used in later sections in this paper) and233

shows that the displacement between different trajectories is much smaller than the size234

of the domain. Another potential issue is that the trajectories from the simulations may235

differ from the true trajectories of the atmosphere; however, animations of the satellite236

data on the quasi-Lagrangian domains also show most cloud features remaining within237

the domain (not shown) indicating that we are also following the motion of the observed238

clouds with these trajectories.239

The Lagrangian view in Fig. 4 is useful because it allows us to see the cloud de-240

velopment following the clouds, even in the observations. We see from the satellite data241

that the airmass that ends in the region of the inner domain has the clouds develop later:242

the developing line-like cloud patterns are still present in the upstream airmass at 12Z243

(Fig. 4) whereas there are already flowers present in the region of the inner domain at244

this time (Fig. 2). This means that if we were to only look at the clouds at a fixed po-245

sition we would underestimate how rapidly the flowers develop and decay.246
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 2 but for the quasi-Lagrangian domains extracted from the kilometer-

scale simulations.
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Figure 5. Trajectories used for extracting Lagrangian domains from kilometer-scale simula-

tions. (a) Trajectories with the inner domain boundary (red) and HALO circle (teal) shown for

context. (b) Distance between trajectories and the trajectory for the 1.1 km simulation initialized

at 00Z 1st February. Orange lines are shown for the set of simulations initialized a day later (00Z

2nd February) and green lines are shown for simulations with evaporation of rainfall switched off.
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Compared with the fixed domain evaluation in Fig. 2, the UM does much worse247

at getting the earlier development of the clouds upstream: at 06Z and 12Z the satellite248

shows line-like cloud features that intensify during this time whereas the UM produces249

mostly circular patches of cloud. There is a strong resolution dependence in the devel-250

opment of the these cloud patches where lower resolution relates to larger cloud patches.251

This resolution dependence also affects the development of the flowers at 18Z, with the252

lower resolution producing larger flowers such that the flowers in the higher resolution253

simulations look most similar to the satellite, the opposite of what is seen at the region254

of the inner domain in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, the simulations do still produce a transition255

in cloud organization similar to that observed even if the clouds themselves look unre-256

alistic.257

3.2 Mesoscale organization258

In this section we quantify the variation of mesoscale organization in the UM sim-

ulations in terms of horizontal variations in total column water. In Bretherton and Blossey

(2017) and Narenpitak et al. (2021) the transition to mesoscale organization is seen by

the emergence of mesoscale anomalies in total column water where mesoscale anoma-

lies are defined as anomalies relative to the large-scale (domain) mean over 16x16 km

horizontal blocks. Cumulus-scale anomalies are then defined as the anomalies at the grid-

scale relative to the mesoscale anomalies such that a quantity, such as the total water

content (qt), could be decomposed as

qt(x, y) = qt + q′′t (x, y) + q′′′t (x, y), (1)

where qt is the large-scale mean, q′′t is the mesoscale anomaly and q′′′t is the cumulus-259

scale anomaly. We use the same partitioning here, but use 17.6 km boxes for mesoscale260

anomalies because it is a factor of 4x relative to the coarsest resolution UM simulations261

(4.4 km). For the large-scale mean, we use the domain mean of the quasi-Lagrangian do-262

main (i.e. the same size as the inner domain in Fig. 1).263

Figure 6a show the mesoscale total column water (large-scale mean plus mesoscale264

anomaly) averaged over quartiles for the quasi-Lagrangian domains. All the simulations265

show a similar behavior with a weak decrease in total column water initially followed by266

a strong increase and finally decreasing or leveling out. Although all quartiles follow the267

same pattern, the magnitude of changes are not the same. Figure 6b shows the differ-268
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Figure 6. Mesoscale (17.6km) total column water as function of time in the quasi-Lagrangian

subdomains extracted from kilometer-scale UM simulations. (a) Average over each quartile. (b)

Difference between the moistest and driest quartiles. The gray-lines show the same quantities but

for the spatially fixed inner subdomain (red box in Fig. 1).

ence between the average total column water for the moistest and driest quartiles which269

indicates the strength of the mesoscale organization. The mesoscale organization strongly270

increases during the initial development of the flowers from around 07Z-12Z and levels271

out before dropping off from 19Z as the flowers dissipate.272

The gray lines in Fig. 6 shows the same averages but calculated fixed on the region273

of the inner domain. This demonstrates the added value of viewing the cloud develop-274

ment from a quasi-Lagrangian perspective. The region of the inner domain largely shows275
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a steady increase in mesoscale organization from the start of the day before leveling out276

and then decreasing; however, following the cloud development shows that the increase277

in mesoscale organization is stronger and faster, consistent with the differences seen be-278

tween Figs. 2 and 4.279

The strength of the mesoscale organization is stronger with lower resolution. This280

is particularly noticeable for the 4.4 km simulation which also has a second period where281

the mesoscale organization increases at around 15Z. This is consistent with seeing larger282

flower structures with lower resolution in the satellite comparisons (Figs. 2 and 4).283

The increase in mesoscale organization during the development of the flowers is in284

agreement with Narenpitak et al. (2021); however, the timing and magnitude are very285

different. In Fig. 3 of Narenpitak et al. (2021) there is no initial contrast in total column286

water, only starting to develop after 14Z and continuing to increase into the following287

day. In our simulations the contrast in total column water prior to the development of288

the flowers is about as strong as at the end of the simulations in Narenpitak et al. (2021)289

and is decreasing by the end of the day. This can only partly be explained by the dif-290

ferent domain. Using the same trajectory origin and (smaller) domain size as Narenpitak291

et al. (2021) gives us a quasi-Lagrangian domain that is roughly a subsection in the top292

right of the quasi-Lagrangian domains in Fig. 4 (not shown). The contrast in total col-293

umn water between quartiles is smaller for this domain but still much stronger than in294

Narenpitak et al. (2021) and the timing is still the same (not shown). Instead, it looks295

like the UM simulations have a better representation of the mesoscale organization: in296

Fig. 2 of Narenpitak et al. (2021) the satellite shows more structure at the start of the297

simulation and develops a flower structure earlier and stronger than the LES, whereas298

the UM simulations develop the flower structures at a similar time to the satellite ob-299

servations. These differences could be a spin up issue, which we investigate in section 3.4.300

3.3 Processes Generating Mesoscale organization301

In this section we look at the processes responsible for generating mesoscale organ-

ization in the UM simulations. Since mesoscale organization can be described as the de-

velopment of moist and dry regions, Bretherton and Blossey (2017) derived a budget for

the mesoscale anomalies of total water content, q′′t , and showed that is could be under-

stood as the combination of two processes: 1) the advection of mesoscale anomalies of
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moisture and 2) the “column process” described by Bretherton and Blossey (2017) as

“the combined moistening effect of the moist processes and diabatically induced verti-

cal advection across the horizontal-mean moisture gradient”. The equation is

∂q′′t
∂t

= AmandCm (2)

where

Am = −(u+ u′′) · ∇q′′t , (3)

where u is the 3d wind, and

Cm =
1

ρ0

∂

∂z

[
P − FCu

qt

]
m
− w′′ dqt

dz
, (4)

where the terms in eq. 4 can be described in three parts (as in Narenpitak et al. (2021)).

The first term, P , represents the non-advective fluxes of moisture from precipitation and

surface fluxes, and the [·]m denotes a mesoscale average. The second term, F cu
qt , repre-

sents the cumulus-scale fluxes of moisture. Narenpitak et al. (2021) included the verti-

cal (Bv) and horizontal (Bh) cumulus-scale fluxes, where

Bv =
1

ρ

∂

∂z
[ρw′′′q′′′t ]m , (5)

Bh = −∇h · [v′′′q′′′t ]m , (6)

where w and v are the vertical and horizontal winds respectively. The inclusion of the

horizontal fluxes by Narenpitak et al. (2021) is because, unlike (Bretherton & Blossey,

2017), they did not to apply a scale separation to simplify these terms. See appendix D

of Narenpitak et al. (2021) for full details. The final term,

C = −w′′ ∂qt
∂z

, (7)

is the vertical advection of large-scale moisture by the mesoscale winds and was shown302

to be the dominant term in the column process by Narenpitak et al. (2021).303

We have calculated each of these terms for the quasi-Lagrangian domains. Figures 7304

and 8 show each of these terms, except the non-advective fluxes, as vertical profiles at305

10Z (i.e. when the mesoscale aggregation is rapidly increasing) and vertically integrated306

as a function of time respectively. Only the 1.1 km and 4.4 km are shown for clarity since307

the 2.2 km simulation falls between the two.308

Consistent with Bretherton and Blossey (2017) and Narenpitak et al. (2021), the309

vertical advection of large-scale moisture by the mesoscale winds, C, is the most impor-310
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Figure 7. Profiles of terms affecting mesoscale moisture anomalies, calculated follow-

ing Narenpitak et al. (2021), for the Lagrangian subdomains extracted from kilometer-scale

simulations at 10Z 2nd February (T+34h). (a) Advection of large-scale moisture by mesoscale

vertical velocity (b) Advection of mesoscale anomalies of moisture. (c) Vertical cumulus-scale

moisture fluxes. (d) Horizontal cumulus-scale moisture fluxes.
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Figure 8. Column averages of terms in Fig. 7 at all times on 2nd February. (a) Advection of

large-scale moisture by mesoscale vertical velocity (b) Advection of mesoscale anomalies of mois-

ture. (c) Vertical cumulus-scale moisture fluxes. (d) Horizontal cumulus-scale moisture fluxes.
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tant process for increasing aggregation. It is responsible for moistening the moistest re-311

gions and drying in other regions. The advection of mesoscale anomalies, A, also acts312

to oppose the aggregation by removing moisture from the moistest regions but is weaker313

than C during the middle of the day when we see aggregation increasing. The cumulus-314

scale fluxes (Bv and Bh) have negligible contributions to the column averages.315

To quantify the effect of the non-advective fluxes (P ) on mesoscale organization,

we use hourly accumulated rainfall and a tracer that accounts for the net effect of sur-

face evaporation. The tracer for surface evaporation comes from a set of moisture trac-

ers designed to represent a Lagrangian budget of specific humidity, where the rate of change

of specific humidity (q) is

Dq

Dt
=

∑
i

dqi
dt

, (8)

where the sum over i represents all the non-advective processes modifying the specific

humidity of an air parcel in the UM. The total specific humidity is then given by

q = q(t = t0) +

∫ t0+∆t

t0

Dq

Dt
dt = qadv +

∑
i

qi, (9)

where each qi is represented by an individual tracer that accumulates the changes from316

a single process in the UM at each timestep and qadv represents the initial field of spe-317

cific humidity which is passively advected by the UM.318

The tracers are initialized at 00Z 2nd February and then tracked until the end of319

the simulation. The distribution of the passive tracer (qadv) then tells us about how wa-320

ter vapor changes due to advection of the initial water vapor and the other tracers tell321

us about the net effect of individual sources and sinks of water vapor on air parcels. Most322

of the tracers account for changes between water vapor and other phases of water. The323

processes that affect the total water content are evaporation of water into the atmosphere324

from the surface and removal of water from the atmosphere by precipitation.325

Evaporation of water from the surface is accounted for by the tracer which tracks326

changes from the boundary-layer parametrization. The boundary-layer parametrization327

only redistributes moisture vertically (Lock et al., 2000), so the increment to the tracer328

tells us about how subgrid-scale turbulent mixing redistributes moisture vertically. More329

relevant here, is that this tracer also accounts for surface fluxes of moisture, so the col-330

umn average of a single timestep increment applied to this tracer tells us about the net331

effect of surface fluxes on column moisture. Since the tracer is advected following the332
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flow the effects of advection on column moisture could become more important in this333

tracer at later times if, for example, wind shear acts to separate evaporated moisture from334

the column of interest. This is not important over the short integration time in our sim-335

ulations as the horizontal distribution of this tracer stays reasonably uniform.336

To account for precipitation we just use the model output of hourly accumulated337

rainfall rather than a tracer. This has the disadvantage that the output precipitation is338

associated with where it fell rather than the air parcel that it fell from; however, we do339

see that most of the hourly accumulated rainfall is still associated with the moistest quar-340

tile so this is not a problem here.341

Figure 9 shows the change from the previous output (i.e. rate of change per hour)342

of column-averaged quantities by quartile of total-column water. The aggregation can343

mostly be explained by the dynamics rather than direct effects of non-advective mois-344

ture fluxes (surface evaporation and rainfall) because the pattern of differences between345

the quartiles for specific humidity is mostly explained by the passive tracer (qadv). The346

boundary-layer fluxes largely just moisten all quartiles evenly with a small opposition347

to aggregation early on and small enhancement to aggregation later. The rainfall acts348

to oppose aggregation after it develops since it is dominated by removing moisture from349

the moistest quartile, but it is also small compared to the differences seen in the passive350

tracer. This small contribution of non-advective moisture fluxes to aggregation is con-351

sistent with with Narenpitak et al. (2021).352

Bretherton and Blossey (2017) found that the aggregation in their simulations slowed353

down when the advection of the mesoscale anomalies became strong enough, due to the354

mesoscale anomalies being stronger, to oppose the aggregation from the column process.355

However, in our simulations, the changes in aggregation largely follow the changes in the356

strength of moistening from mesoscale vertical velocities on the background moisture gra-357

dient (C). The advection of mesoscale anomalies of moisture acts to oppose aggregation358

throughout the day, with a moderate increase when the strength of these anomalies in-359

creases, but it is C that varies more with a strong increase from 09Z-12Z which is as-360

sociated with the increasing variance in total column water and a strong decrease toward361

the end of the day associated with the variance in total column water decreasing.362
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Figure 9. Change in column water over one hour due to different processes, averaged over

quartiles of column water, for the 1.1 km quasi-Lagrangian domain. (a) Total column water. (b)

Total column water from a passive tracer initialized at 00Z 2nd February. (c) Total column water

from a tracer that tracks changes in moisture from the boundary-layer parametrization. (d) Ac-

cumulated rainfall.
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3.4 Influence of Spin-up Time on Mesoscale organization363

Our simulations have stronger and earlier development of mesoscale organization364

compared to the LES simulations of Narenpitak et al. (2021); however, the LES simu-365

lations of Narenpitak et al. (2021) do develop flowers later than the observations and also366

appear to be too uniform. This could be related to the different ways the simulations367

are spun up. Our simulations are initialized at 00 UTC 1st February by interpolating368

ERA5 data to the UM model grid, whereas the simulations of Narenpitak et al. (2021)369

are initialized at 02 UTC 2nd February using information from ERA5 at a single point370

on a trajectory. Therefore, our simulations have an extra 26 hours of spin up and also371

already include some horizontal variability from the ERA5 initial conditions. To test whether372

we could delay the development of mesoscale organization and flowers by having a less373

organized state in our simulations at the time when the flowers develop in the observa-374

tions, we re-ran our simulations initialized 24 hours later (00Z 2nd February) so that the375

model has had less time to spin up any clouds and mesoscale structure from the ERA5376

initial conditions.377

Figure 10a shows outgoing longwave fluxes for these simulations with a later start378

time. The comparison is shown for quasi-Lagrangian domains in the same way as Fig. 4.379

The difference in trajectory location for the different start times, as with the different380

resolutions, is small compared to the size of the domain (see Fig. 5), so any differences381

seen are due to the simulation of the cloud development.382

There are strong differences between the simulations at different start times in the383

cloud organization. The simulations initialized later have much smaller cloud structures.384

This makes sense because at earlier lead times the model is still spinning up cloud struc-385

tures and is noticeably smoother at 06Z. The smaller cloud structures persist even as the386

later initialized model runs start to produce similar cloud structures at 12Z. This leads387

to the flower structures at 18Z being smaller and perhaps looking more like the cloud388

structures in the observations. Both sets of simulations look more similar at the end of389

the day when the flower structures have broken down.390

Despite the differences in the cloud structures for the different initialization times,391

the general development of the clouds follows the same pattern, with little organization392

initially (06Z), followed by development into larger cloud structures (12Z-18Z) which are393
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Figure 10. Outgoing longwave flux. Same as in Figs. 2 and 4 but for the quasi-Lagrangian

domains extracted from (a) simulations initialized a day later (00Z 2nd February) and (b) simula-

tions with no evaporation of rainfall.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 6 but for the quasi-Lagrangian domains extracted from (a)/(c) simu-

lations initialized a day later (00Z 2nd February) and (b)/(d) simulations with no evaporation of

rainfall. The gray lines shown in this figure are the colored lines from Fig. 6.

mostly gone by the end of the day (00Z), although the 4.4 km simulation does retain some394

larger cloud structures at this time.395

This consistency in the cloud development can also be seen in the total column wa-396

ter. Figure 11a shows the mesoscale total column water averaged over quartiles for the397

quasi-Lagrangian domains from the simulations with a later start time. For comparison,398

the lines for the earlier start time simulations (from Fig. 6) are shown in gray. The strength399

of mesoscale organization (Fig. 11c) is always weaker in the simulations initialized later,400

but the timing of the increase is fairly similar. The distribution of total column water401

only converges towards the end of the day when the mesoscale organization decreases402

more rapidly in the simulations initialized earlier. The similarity in the timing of the de-403

velopment suggests that the development of the flowers are related to large-scale dynam-404

ics the effects of the diurnal cycle rather than some threshold reached in the cloud de-405

velopment. However, the initial development does have a strong effect on the details of406

the flower structures in these simulations.407
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3.5 Influence of Cold Pools on Mesoscale organization408

In section 3.3 we showed that the mesoscale organization stops increasing because409

the effects of mesoscale vertical velocities, through the column process, decreases. One410

possible reason for decreasing strength in the column process is the development of cold411

pools. The flowers are associated with precipitation which develops cold pools in the moist412

regions because the clouds develop in the moist regions. If the cold pools sufficiently sup-413

pressed convection in these regions then the circulation making the moist regions moister414

would be stopped.415

To identify cold pools in our simulation we use the tracer that accumulates changes416

in moisture due to the evaporation of rainfall in the microphysics parametrization (CASIM)417

from the tracers described in section 3.3. As with the tracers in section 3.3, the tracer418

is initialized at 00Z 2nd February. Figure 12 shows two snapshots of this tracer from the419

quasi-Lagrangian domain extracted from the 1.1 km simulation. Also shown is the equiv-420

alent potential temperature, which can also be used to identify cold pools. We see that421

at the earlier time (12Z) the tracer has a close correspondence to equivalent potential422

temperature where the cold pools are initially developing directly underneath the clouds.423

At the later time, the cold pool activity is less distinct in equivalent potential temper-424

ature, but the tracer shows that a large amount of the domain has been affected by cold425

pools over the course of the day.426

To test whether the cold pools influence the mesoscale organization, we re-ran our427

simulations with evaporation of rain switched off, which stops the cold pools from form-428

ing. Figure 11b shows the mesoscale total column water averaged over quartiles for the429

quasi-Lagrangian domains from the simulations with no evaporation of rain and gray lines430

for the original simulations (from Fig. 6). As with the simulations with different reso-431

lutions and start times, the difference in trajectory location for the different the simu-432

lations with no evaporation of rain is small compared to the size of the domain (see Fig. 5),433

so any differences seen are due to the simulation of the cloud development.434

The cold pools only have a small effect on the strength of mesoscale organization435

with the simulations with cold pools suppressed showing stronger development of mesoscale436

organization (Fig. 11d). The overall difference in mesoscale organization is small com-437

pared to the original simulations with the initial increase in mesoscale organization largely438

unaffected. The timing of the increase and decrease in mesoscale organization is simi-439
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Figure 12. Snapshots of (a)/(b) equivalent potential temperature and (c)/(d) moisture tracer

for evaporation of rainfall, on the lowest model level for the quasi-Lagrangian domain extracted

from the 1.1 km simulation of 2nd February. The green/white lines show clouds at 2 km (liquid

water > 0.01 g kg−1).
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lar in all the simulations, indicating that the cold pools only modulate the mesoscale or-440

ganization, rather than being the main process stopping further development.441

The simulations with no evaporation having stronger mesoscale organization may442

indicate that the cold pools do act to suppress convection in the moistest regions. Com-443

paring the outgoing longwave flux after the flowers have developed (Figs 4 and 10) we444

see that the simulations without cold pools are associated with slightly larger flower struc-445

tures, most noticeable at higher resolution, indicating that the cold pools do have a small446

effect on the development of the flowers.447

The outgoing longwave flux shows larger differences in the regions between the flow-448

ers where the simulations without cold pools have much less low cloud indicating that449

these clouds are primarily generated by the interactions of cold pools. The original sim-450

ulations have too much of this low cloud compared to the satellite observations suggest-451

ing that the UM produces too many/too strong cold pools or too many clouds from the452

interactions of cold pools. We can say that the original UM simulations probably are pro-453

ducing too many cold pools because they produce too many cloud structures compared454

to satellite observations (Fig. 4) and each of these cloud structures is associated with pre-455

cipitation and cold pools (Fig. 12).456

The differences in moisture are not only in the moistest regions and the 4.4 km sim-457

ulation actually has fairly similar total column water for the moistest quartile in the sim-458

ulations with and without evaporation of rain. Another difference is that the other quar-459

tiles are drier in the simulations with no evaporation of rain at the time when the cold460

pools are initially developing in the reference simulation. This could be due to the cold461

pools acting to transport moisture from moister region to drier regions, which would make462

sense, although it could also just be a sign of weaker convergence of moisture to the moistest463

regions.464

3.6 Domain Averages465

In the previous sections, we showed that the initial organization and cold pools both466

have little effect on the timing of the development of mesoscale organization and flow-467

ers. This indicates that it is the large-scale circulation that is driving the development468

of the flowers. To compare differences in the large-scale circulation between simulations,469

we have computed domain averages for the quasi-Lagrangian domains extracted from470
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the kilometer-scale simulations, including the sensitivity tests from sections 3.4 and 3.5.471

The domain averages, shown in Fig. 13, can also tell us about the impacts of the flow-472

ers on the large scale.473

The total column water is similar across all the simulations, although there is a ten-474

dency for higher resolution to be drier, showing that the mean total column water is a475

poor predictor of the clouds and organization. The development of the flowers and in-476

crease in mesoscale organization is associated with the time when the large-scale total-477

column water is increasing. This is related to the large-scale vertical velocity changing478

from negative to positive (Fig. 13b), indicating large-scale convergence of moisture. This479

is consistent with (Narenpitak et al., 2021) who showed the development of flowers was480

associated with positive large-scale vertical velocity and a weaker vertical velocity resulted481

in slower development of mesoscale organization; however, it is difficult to determine cause482

and effect from our simulations and the large-scale moisture convergence could be a re-483

sult of the development of the flowers.484

In contrast to total column water, the liquid water is strongly dependent on res-485

olution. The differences in liquid water make sense since we see differences in the cloud486

structures. Higher resolution is associated with less liquid water which makes sense since487

we have seen that higher resolution is also associated with smaller cloud structures. De-488

spite the sensitivity to resolution of liquid water, the sensitivity of precipitation to res-489

olution is less obvious. While there can be large differences in total precipitation between490

simulations, there is no obvious link to resolution. This implies that the differences in491

liquid water are not linked to the clouds that form precipitation or there are compen-492

sating changes in the intensity of precipitation. Instead the differences are only associ-493

ated with the difference size cloud structures. There are differences in precipitation as-494

sociated with start time with the simulations that are initialized later developing pre-495

cipitation later and producing less precipitation overall which makes sense since these496

simulations start with, and develop, smaller cloud structures. Unsurprisingly, the sim-497

ulations without evaporation of rainfall have more precipitation since the precipitation498

all falls to the ground rather than forming cold pools. The simulations without evapo-499

ration of rainfall also show more liquid water after the initial development which makes500

sense because there are no cold pools to suppress further development of the clouds. How-501

ever, the difference in liquid water large compared to what would be expected from look-502

ing at the differences in the cloud structures.503
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Figure 13. Domain means of quasi-Lagrangian domains extracted from kilometer scale simu-

lations for the reference simulations (blue), simulations initialized a day later (00Z 2nd February

in orange), and simulations with evaporation of rainfall switched off (green). (a) Total column

water. (b) Vertical velocity averaged from 0-2 km. (c) Total column liquid water. (d) Hourly

accumulated rainfall. (e) Outgoing longwave flux. (f) Outgoing shortwave flux.
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As expected, the differences in cloud structures are associated with differences in504

radiation. The average outgoing longwave flux is most sensitive to the spin up. This makes505

sense when looking at Figs. 4 and 10 because the simulations with the earlier start time506

have larger cloud structures and therefore a lower domain-average outgoing longwave flux.507

We would expect to also see a strong sensitivity to resolution for the same reason, lower508

resolution has larger cloud structures, but there is some compensation where the lower509

resolution simulations also have less low cloud cover giving a similar average. This com-510

pensation is stronger in the simulations initialized earlier as the resolution sensitivity is511

still apparent for the later start time simulations at the middle of the day. The simu-512

lations with no evaporation of rainfall also show differences in outgoing longwave radi-513

ation largely due to there being less low cloud once the flowers develop. There are also514

smaller differences in the outgoing longwave flux prior to the development of the flow-515

ers which will be due to small differences in the simulation of the initial 24 hours.516

In contrast to the outgoing longwave flux, the outgoing shortwave flux is much more517

strongly sensitive to resolution, as well as the initial structures and the cold pools. This518

is because the outgoing shortwave flux is less dependent on the low cloud, so it provides519

less of a cancellation to the sensitivity to the size of the cloud structures.520

4 Conclusions521

We have run high-resolution simulations of the 2nd February case study from EUREC4A522

with the Met Office’s unified model (UM). This case study is of interest because the cloud523

organization transitions from a regime of shallow, disorganized, cumulus clouds, known524

as “sugar”, to a regime of deeper clouds with large detrainment layers, known as “flow-525

ers”. The UM simulations reproduce the observed increase in mesoscale organization as-526

sociated with the development of the flowers; however, the details of the clouds have some527

issues: the UM produces too much shallow cloud and the size of the deeper cloud struc-528

tures are sensitive to resolution, with lower resolution producing larger cloud structures.529

To better follow cloud development, we focused our analysis on subdomains extracted530

from our simulations following boundary-layer trajectories. These “quasi-Lagrangian”531

domains allow us to focus our analysis on the development of organization following the532

clouds. The main motivation behind using these quasi-Lagrangian domains was to com-533

pare our results with the Lagrangian LES results from Narenpitak et al. (2021) where534
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the LES is driven by forcings following a trajectory. Higher resolution nested simulations535

provided little extra value to compare with Lagrangian LES because of the limited do-536

main size making them too dependent on the simulation which supplied the boundary537

conditions.538

Consistent with Narenpitak et al. (2021), we find that the development of the flow-539

ers is associated with an increase in mesoscale organization generated by the mesoscale540

vertical velocities and associated moisture transport. This process, first described by Bretherton541

and Blossey (2017), is where latent-heating driven mesoscale vertical velocities provide542

a positive feedback on convection by converging moisture towards the convection, mak-543

ing moist patches moister and dry patches drier. It is useful that we have shown that544

the kilometer-scale UM simulations can reproduce this process because that means these545

simulations can be used to better understand the sensitivity of mesoscale organization546

to changes at larger scales.547

We found that our simulations differed from the LES of Narenpitak et al. (2021)548

in the timing and the magnitude of the development of mesoscale organization. In the549

simulations of Narenpitak et al. (2021), the mesoscale organization develops from an ini-550

tially horizontally homogenous state (zero mesoscale organization) and continues to in-551

crease past the end of the day, whereas in our simulations, there is already mesoscale or-552

ganization present and the development of the flowers is associated with an approximate553

doubling in the strength of the mesoscale organization. We also find that the develop-554

ment of mesoscale organization is more rapid in our simulations and starts to decrease555

by the end of the day. The development of mesoscale organization in our simulations does556

appear to be more consistent with satellite observations.557

To test whether the initial organization we see in our simulations strongly impacted558

the development of the flowers, we re-ran our simulations initialized one day later (00Z559

2nd February) to have a less organized state on 2nd February. We found that the tim-560

ing of the development of mesoscale organization and the flowers was unchanged despite561

the mesoscale organization always being weaker, and the cloud structures being smaller,562

in the simulations with a later start time.563

In the simulations of Bretherton and Blossey (2017), they found that the develop-564

ment of mesoscale organization stopped once the mesoscale anomalies became strong enough565

that the dis-aggregating effect of advection on the mesoscale anomalies balanced the ag-566
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gregating effect of the circulation generated by the effect of mesoscale vertical velocities567

on the background humidity profile. In our simulations, the two processes do not reach568

a balance, instead the decrease in aggregation happens when the aggregating effect of569

the mesoscale vertical velocities strongly decreases.570

A possible explanation for why the aggregation stops increasing is that cold pools571

generated from evaporation of rainfall underneath the flowers act to suppress convection572

in the moistest regions, stopping the circulation from converging more moisture to these573

regions. However, sensitivity studies with evaporation of rainfall switched off showed that574

the effect of cold pools on mesoscale organization is weak. The cold pools do still have575

important effects on radiation by generating low clouds in the regions between the flow-576

ers; however, these clouds are over represented in our simulations.577

The lack of sensitivity in the timing of the development and decay of the flowers578

to initial organization and cold pools in our simulations indicate that the development579

of mesoscale organization is instead driven by the large-scale circulation. The develop-580

ment of mesoscale organization in our simulations is associated with large-scale mois-581

ture convergence. It is difficult to determine cause and effect from our simulations and582

the large-scale moisture convergence could just be signature of the development of the583

flowers. This result is consistent with Narenpitak et al. (2021), who showed that the de-584

velopment of flowers was associated with the forcing of positive large-scale vertical ve-585

locity and a weaker forcing resulted in a slower development of mesoscale organization.586

A limitation in the kilometer-scale simulations here is that they do exhibit strong587

sensitivities to resolution. Larger flower structures are associated with lower resolution.588

This sensitivity is seen in shortwave radiation, because the larger flowers reflect more short-589

wave radiation. However, the sensitivity is less obvious in longwave radiation, due to com-590

pensating decreases in low cloud in the simulations with larger flowers. This presents a591

problem for kilometer-scale climate projections because the sensitivity of radiative fluxes592

to changes in mesoscale organization will still be uncertain. The poor representation of593

the cloud structures compared to observations would not be fixed by tuning the radia-594

tive fluxes because the changes in radiation, not just the absolute values, are sensitive595

to the model setup.596

Given the large problems and sensitivities of these kilometer-scale models in pro-597

ducing trade-wind cumulus and the associated radiation, they cannot be considered as598
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a solution for uncertainties in climate sensitivity yet. There is still more work needed599

on the representation of mesoscale organization and clouds in models at this scale. How-600

ever, given the models reproduce the variations in mesoscale organization and associated601

processes, they are a useful tool for understanding processes driving mesoscale organ-602

ization and interactions with larger scales.603

Appendix A Simulated Satellite Observations604

Figure A1 shows 11 µm brightness temperature from the UM simulations and the605

GOES-16 satellite. The brightness temperature from the UM simulations is produced606

using the satellite simulator RTTOV (Saunders et al., 2018). The important point here607

is that the simulated satellite comparison agrees with the conclusions drawn from look-608

ing at outgoing longwave flux in Fig. 2: i) the model simulations produce too much cloud609

(not enough clear sky), ii) lower resolution is associated with larger cloud patches, and610

iii) the inner-domain simulations (150 m, 300 m, and 500 m) do not differ strongly from611

the simulation which provides the boundary conditions (1.1 km). We have included this612

figure in the appendix because these data were produced using the same model setup613

but run on a different machine, so may not be bitwise comparable, and the satellite sim-614

ulator was only run on a subset of times (11Z-21Z). There is also an additional 150 m-615

resolution simulation included that was not able to be run with the simulations used in616

the main paper.617

Appendix B Open Research618

The model output is kept on the Met Office archiving system at619

“moose:/adhoc/projects/eurec4auk/moisture tracers/vn12.0/”. The modifications to the620

Unified Model code to include tracer diagnostics are on the branch621

leosaffin/r100515 moisture tracers (revision 105047) in the Met Office repository. The622

code used for data analysis is available at “https://github.com/leosaffin/moisture tracers”.623
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Figure A1. The same as Fig. 2 but with the model output shown as simulated 11 µm bright-

ness temperature and the output is shown for a different set of times (top header). This output

comes from the same model setup but run on a different machine, so may not be exactly compa-

rable. –35–
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